As much recent scholarship affirms, natural philosophy or the study of the workings of nature became a topic of interest among eighteenth-century European publics. Indeed, the Encyclopédie's 2569 visual plates across eleven volumes, linked to explanations, sought to provide studious readers with at least a preliminary understanding of processes of technology, labour, and science. 6 Yet science's appeal often took the form of a fascination with curiosities and popular amusements. Thus, among the exotic items from India featured in an auction of the collection of a deceased former British colonial servant was an 'India Figure and Bird in Silver, moving by Clockwork'. 7 Scientific popularizers devised ways to join science's utility to its entertainment value, even as they defended their role in the propagation of science as serving to benefit society as a whole. Vaucanson's staged demonstrations of his three automata are best comprehended within this double context of the growing dissemination of science among a wider populace, rather than as a restricted intellectual activity for an elite circle of scientists. At the same time, Vaucanson was not uninterested in the latter's approbation. Indeed, he succeeded in his aim of winning esteem for his scientific contributions among savants, as attested to by his election to the Royal Academy of Science, his elevation in 1741 to the royal post of inspector of silk manufacturing in France, as well as by the compliments paid by the editors of the Encyclopédie and so many others. Still, by presenting the works in such a high-minded vein, the Encyclopédie's compliments underplayed the extent to which, in the words of another savant of the day, the demonstration of 'physical phenomena [of all kinds] gave [people] an indescribable pleasure'. 8 Residing at the interstices of high and low culture, pleasure and utility, wonder and technique, Vaucanson's automata belonged to what Michael R. Lynn refers to as 'a growing web of interconnections between Enlightenment, science, and commerce in Parisian urban culture'. 9 Automata were displayed in multiple venues ranging from courts to fairgrounds, aristocratic salons to bourgeois homes. They played a role in court-sponsored science and the institutions of the new cultural and scientific public sphere. In the popular world of scientific demonstration, a whole new series of intermediaries linked the objects to audiences, with the assistance of lecturers and demonstrators. 10 Originally shown to Parisian audiences for twenty-four sous, Vaucanson's automata were purchased in 1742 by a group of Lyonnais businessmen and brought to London, where they were shown at the Haymarket Theatre. A translation of the mechanician's writings into English by the Newtonian natural philosopher John Theophilus Desaguliers further publicized Vaucanson's works, which thereafter entered into a larger European fair culture, before disappearing sometime in the subsequent decades. The automata's journey marks the movement of a class of objects, with precedents in the ancient world and early modern collections of utilitarian and fantastic objects within aristocratic Wunderkammern, into a wider world of consumption and entertainment available to increasingly less well-born audiences.
While the wider public attraction to automata has been noted, it is also necessary to address the nature of this appeal, which is derived from the automata's simulation of the workings of human and animal bodies. Posed as a question, however, what aspects of Vaucanson's android and his other automata led even such scientifically literate members of his audience as Diderot and d'Alembert, not to mention the members of the Royal Academy of Sciences, to regard these artificial bodies to be performing functions and moving independently -that is, ostensibly 'self-moving' -in the manner of a living being? A fruitful answer is offered by historian of science Jessica Riskin, who proposes that automata served as 'philosophical experiments', addressed to the problem of the mechanics of living bodies. 11 To amplify, if these 'philosophical experiments' gained their popularity in this context, it suggests a growing public demand for knowledge about the mechanics of the body, which, in turn, was satisfied in good measure by scientifically cast amusements.
Indeed, in the philosophical toys and public amusements of the Age of Enlightenment, we discover numerous automata, mechanical and plastic -or threedimensional -representations of animals in which the body is in fact a machine. That is, the intricate movement of cams and wheels gave these devices the effect of moving of their own accord. Birds were particularly popular but other animals were also impersonated, and in the most audacious automata humans and human actions were presented. As imitations of life, automata aimed to traverse the border between brute matter and impassioned life. As the art historian Horst Bredekamp proposes, such self-propelled works of art are 'the most obvious expression of the desire to imitate life by inspiring movement'. 12 Enchanting members of the court and the aristocracy, these one-of-a kind objects were the prized possessions of those who could afford their purchase or expect to receive such luxurious presents.
For example, during this period, the urban bourgeoisie and aristocracy began outfitting their drawing rooms with a simple sort of machinery, the newly fashionable tabletop or freestanding small cylindrical bird-organs. Associated with a kind of studied leisure, and variously named for a particular bird -merlines for blackbirds (merles), perroquettes for parrots (perroquets) and, perhaps most common, serinettes for canaries (serins) -these devices assisted in teaching caged birds to sing certain tunes as depicted in the two versions of the painting La Serinette by the great genre artist Jean Chardin, showing a woman turning away from her em-broidery in order to give her full attention to teaching a song to a caged bird. 13 There was a virtual craze for canaries and parrots during the eighteenth century, and owners could avail themselves of a handbook first published in 1705 and reprinted many times thereafter: Nouveau traité des serins de Canarie by J. C. Hervieux de Chanteloup, a timber inspector and also 'governor' of the canaries of Mme la princesse De Condé. 14 The serinette even merited an appearance in the 1815 posthumously published work, Harmonies de la nature by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre (author and director of the zoo at the Jardin des Plantes, the revolutionary successor to director Comte de Buffon's Jardin du Roi), in which a parallel is drawn between these wondrous devices and nature's prodigious powers:
A clever mechanic arranged some harmonious pipes in a box. He made there correspond projecting notes that he put on a cylinder suspended from an axle. He makes it move, and at once a pleasant air is heard. He raises by notches the poles of its cylinder, and new airs successively come to charm the ears. Could man have therefore put into a serinette as much industry as nature has put into the earth? 15 An interesting aside about the serinette concerns the circuit produced in such a setting between the purported object of nature and the invented subject of imitation. As Aurelia Gaillard explains, initially the machine imitated the bird, but then the relationship is inverted. The bird is forced to imitate a machine, which itself imitates the bird's song. 16 The Lady Musician, the Draftsman, and the Writer, three stunning automata created between 1767 and 1774 by the Swiss father and son, Pierre and Henri-Louis Jacquet-Droz, and their assistants Jean Frédéric Leschot and Henri Maillardet, are more characteristic of the precious toys created for the adult amusement of the privileged classes. Yet the two Jacquet-Drozes were much more than plain toy-makers. While playing as many as five melodies on her instrument, the Lady Musician's fingers followed her eyes, and her breast raised and lowered, as if breathing in time to the music. The Jacquet-Drozes' goal of producing such an anatomically accurate, lifelike simulation of a harpsichordist suggests that they, like their French counterpart Jacques Vaucanson, were influenced by Enlightenment medical philosophy and anatomical science. In fact, accounts of the Jacquet-Drozes repeatedly call attention to their wide education and multiple talents -the father educated in philosophy and theology as well as mechanics; the son, trained by his father, was also a talented musician.
The most arresting automata were technical marvels and lifelike dolls, which replicated automatic movements like breathing and digestion, as well as volun-tary motions associated with the different senses. Another example of exceptional workmanship is the magnificent Joueuse de Tympanon (The Hammered Dulcimer Player) by the clockmaker Pierre Kintzing and the cabinetmaker David Roentgen, which was acquired and then donated by Marie-Antoinette to the Royal Academy of Sciences. Like the Lady Musician, she exemplifies the extent to which makers were striving to simulate life at the level of the whole organism. 17 Thus, Vaucanson was one of a number of astonishingly brilliant eighteenthcentury mechanicians who attempted to design material bodies capable of artificially replicating life. Their ingenious machines were indeed devices of Enlightenment, that is, philosophically animated experimental objects. The aim of these devices was to approximate what contemporaries like Diderot referred to as a 'sentient being' with a particular spatial and dynamic organization. 18 Over time, then, automata makers were challenged to imitate not just the body's mechanics but also the workings of the senses, to capture emotion as well as motion. The fingers of their artificial musicians touched the ivory keys of keyboards, plucked a string, and covered the holes of wind instruments. They not only wrote letters and drew pictures, but they did so with a gentle nod of the head, a lift of the chest, or a knowing look. In several cases, including one later observed by Goethe, talking heads were displayed that dared to reproduce the most human faculty of language.
Goethe's reference to a talking head doubles back in looping fashion to older instances: most notably, as referred to in passing in the Encyclopédie article with which this essay began, the artificial figure said to have been created and willfully destroyed by the medieval monk Albertus Magnus. As recounted in Matteo Corsini's moral treatise of 1371, Rosario della vita:
We find that Albertus Magnus, of the Black Friars, had such a great mind that he was able to make a metal statue modeled after the course of the planets, and endowed with such a capacity for reason that it spoke: and it was not from a diabolical art or necromancy -great intellects do not delight in such things because it is something that makes one lose his soul and body; such arts are forbidden by the faith of Christ. One day a monk went to find Albertus in his cell. As Albertus was not there, the statue replied. The monk, thinking that it was an idol of evil invention, broke it. When Albertus returned, he was very angry, telling the monk that it had taken him thirty years to make this piece and 'that I did not learn this science in the Order of the Black Friars'. The monk replied, 'I have done wrong; please forgive me. Perhaps I can make you another one?' Albertus responded that it would be thirty thousand more years before another could be made for him, as that planet had made its course and it would not return before that time.
Unlike eighteenth-century automata, associated with the new science of reason and modern mechanics, medieval antecedents associate talking heads and other artificial figures with astrology and natural magic. Still, traces of the occult linger in the enlightened devices of the eighteenth century. Vaucanson was not averse to using a sleight-of-hand to produce realistic effects before gullible audiences. The duck, the most acclaimed of his devices during his lifetime, was applauded for its ability to approximate the movements and even the process of digestion of its animal model. It appeared to flap its wings, drink water, digest grain, and defecate. In the words of one contemporary, the Oxford scholar Joseph Spence, If it were only an artificial duck that could walk and swim, that would not be so extraordinary: but this duck eats, drinks, digests and sh-ts. Its motions are extremely natural; you see it eager when they are going to give him his meat, he devours it with a good deal of appetite, drinks moderately after it, rejoices when he has done, then sets his plumes in order, is quiet for a little time, and then does what makes him quite easy. 20 Unfortunately, the duck's most amazing feat, its ability to swallow and digest food, turns out to have been a fraud. The German writer Christian Friedrich Nicolai, reported on the automaton in 1783, in his account of his European travels. 'On closer inspection, Nicolair found that it [the duck] did not digest its food at all. There was no "chemical laboratory," he revealed --the food was simply aspirated into the neck with the aid of bellows and tubes, and a separate substance made to look like the digested version was held at the ready in another compartment near the bird's rear end. This was "expelled at the desired moment by a piece of mechanism".' 21 Having changed hands several times and fallen into disrepair, Vaucanson's three automata were brought to Paris for the Exposition Universelle at the Palais Royal by a Swiss clockmaker, who had spent three years working on the duck, and now enlisted further help from the celebrated magician Jean-Eugène Robert-Houdin. Once again, the illustrious automata-maker was discovered to have secreted pellets in a hidden chamber in order to simulate the process of digestion. 'To my great surprise,' Robert-Houdin reported gleefully in his memoirs, 'I found that the illustrious master had not been above resorting to a piece of artifice I would happily have incorporated in a conjuring trick.' RobertHoudin reaffirmed what Nicolai had earlier discovered, that the digestion had been faked, and the emitted substance was a premixed preparation of dyed green breadcrumbs, 'pumped out and collected with great care on to a silver platter'. 22 Not until the year 2006, it seems, was Vaucanson's ambition to create a working digestive automaton truly realized. In his 'Cloaca Machine', Belgian artist Wim Delvoye introduces a mechanical artwork that actually digests food and turns it into excrement. The excrement produced by the machine is vacuum-sealed in Cloaca branded bags and sold to art collectors and dealers; every series of excrements produced has reportedly sold out. 23 In conclusion, Vaucanson's automata were enlightened devices in the ways discussed here: In one respect, these devices served as instruments of enlightenment, as 'philosophical experiments', provoking audiences to consider the workings of the body as a machine. In another respect, as devices tied to their theatrical staging in multiple spaces of exhibition, they produced an illusory effect of the real. Most significantly, composed of moving parts, automata sought to capture by artificial means the living body, a sensible and anatomically correct body. In doing so, however, they raised the possibility that viewers would do well to follow Diderot's caution to his readers in Pensées sur l'interprétation de la nature: 'Always keep in mind,' he wrote, 'that nature is not God, and that a man is not a machine'. 24 
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